Date: 13th April 2020

Reference to the Academic Calendar uploaded on the ALSD Website.

In view of spread of COVID-19 and lockdown, the submission date of Soft copy of Dissertation for 5th year, 10th Semester students has been extended till 30th April 2020 i.e. Thursday.

In regard to the submission of Internship Diary, the separate Guidelines shall be notified shortly on the ALSD Website.

All students of 5th year, 2015 Batch are also hereby advised to finalize soft version of their dissertation under the online guidance/supervision of their respective supervisor before the above mentioned date positively. They are further advised to accumulate all data of their internship at one place and duly fill up their Summer Internship Diary whatsoever period they have interned so that as and when we receive any direction from the IPU, the students can submit them within one or two days as per guidelines.
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